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Meadow Fields, Rolleston‐On‐Dove, DE13 9BF

Asking Price £515,000



A stunning four bedroom detached

property, situated within the desirable

village of Rolleston on Dove, having

good access to a range of local

amenities and transport links. The

property benefits from an impressive

open plan kitchen diner, with bi‐fold

doors opening onto the landscaped

garden, four double bedrooms and an

integral garage with driveway in front,

providing ample parking facility.

Viewing is highly recommended strictly

via appointment only.



Accommodation
The accommodation opens up through a composite

front entrance door into a bright and spacious

entrance hallway. To the left, a door leads to the

living room, while straight ahead is the entrance to

the open plan kitchen. The living room, currently

utilised as a study and snug, benefits from ample

natural light streaming in through a large double

glazed window.

The open plan kitchen diner boasts a superb array of

matching wall and base units, complete with a

double electric oven, integrated microwave, fridge

freezer, and dishwasher. Additional features include

under‐counter pots and pans drawers, a gas hob

with extractor, under cupboard downlighting, and a

double glazed window offering views of the rear

elevation. A double glazed door from the kitchen

leads out onto the patio. A doorway leads to the

utility room, which in turn provides access to the WC

and integral garage, while an opening leads to the

impressive sitt ing room. The Sitt ing room is

enhanced by an elegant media wall that adds a

polished touch to the space. Bi‐folding doors

seamlessly merge the indoor and outdoor areas,

with electric blinds and an electric canopy offering

shade over the south‐facing patio.

Ascending the stairs from the entrance hallway leads

to the first floor, where the landing features a

double airing cupboard, lo f t hatch, a n d doors

leading t o four double bedrooms and a family

bathroom. Bedrooms three and four offer plenty of

space for a bed and wardrobes, with double glazed

windows providing natural light. The second

bedroom, currently serving as a guest suite, includes a built‐

in sliding mirror wardrobe and a double glazed window

overlooking the rear elevation. The master suite comprises

a triple sliding wardrobe, a double glazed window to the

front elevation, and an en‐suite shower room with a three‐

piece suite.

Outside, the front elevation o f the property boasts a

driveway providing ample parking space that leads to the

integral garage. The rear of the property showcases a

beautifully landscaped garden, featuring a patio area





perfect for outdoor seating, an astro turf lawn for easy

maintenance, and t imber fencing enclosing the

boundaries.















These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an
offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by
inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or
warranty in respect of the property.
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